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THE YEAR AT A GLANCE
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Irrawaddy dolphin calves were observed while only two
deaths were recorded this year, a significant positive change
from the previous year.

Community Protected Areas in the Eastern Plains landscape were
officially registered with the Ministry of Environment, wherein five
management plans were approved.

OCFIN rubber company, one of the private firms that WWF works
with in understanding its environmental footprint, committed to
zero deforestation in its operations.

he National Biodiversity Corridor was approved by the
Government, connecting the Mekong Flooded Forest to the
Easter Plain landscapes, a vital pathway for forest and wildlife
conservation.

ratie provincial government endorsed a protected area for the
hog deer. The area is being registered under the Ministry of
Environment.

long with Mondulkiri provincial authorities, formed the provincial
Spatial Planning Working Group, bringing coordination of
stakeholders and sustainable land use planning at a more efficient
level.

he management plan for the Mekong Fishery Biodiversity
Management and Conservation Area in the Mekong Flooded Forest
landscape was 95% developed and being approved by the Ministry
of Agriculture Forestry and Fisheries.
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MESSAGE FROM COUNTRY DIRECTOR
endorsement of the tiger reintroduction program and securing
funds for the program.
Even more exciting, we saw a slight increase in births and a
decline in deaths among the endangered Irrawaddy dolphins,
a testament that patrolling and law enforcement around their
habitats are strengthening. We also witnessed a significant drop
in the display of illegal bush meat in markets in Mondulkiri
province, indicating a more vigilant law implementation.

Stepping into a new role as
WWF
Cambodia’s
Country
Director, I am humbled to carry
the baton of the important work
that the organization has been
tirelessly doing. This year, we saw
significant progress in our work
alongside national and provincial
governments that demonstrated
their dedication in conservation
work.
Crucial to conservation work is
strengthening partnerships with
the Government, for without their
active engagement in policy and
law enforcement, our voice will
not translate to demonstrable
outcomes. Our work during the
fiscal year involved successfully
getting approval of a zoning plan
for the Phnom Prich Wildlife
Sanctuary. We continued to work
with key government agencies
on two new proposed wildlife
sanctuaries in the Mekong Flooded
Forest landscape, the approval of
a zoning plan for Srepok Wildlife
Sanctuary, the reduction of
threats to the landscapes, and in
pushing for the Prime Minister’s

We continued our outreach to communities in the landscapes
we work in to raise greater awareness about the importance
of conserving natural resources and protecting wildlife, while
balancing sustainable livelihoods. Likewise, we beefed up our
outreach to the general public, with a 60% increase in social
media following. We saw around 3,000 people celebrate our
annual Freshwater Dolphin Day, Global Tiger Day and Earth
Hour.
But we do not stop here; challenges still loom large: illegal
timber trade, development of proposed hydropower dams
in the Mekong mainstream, issuance of Economic Land
Concessions in protected areas, a decline in key wildlife
populations due to poaching and snaring.
We need greater support from our partners, donors, the
private sector, NGOs, the relevant government agencies
and the local communities. During the fiscal year, we forged
new partnerships with government authorities including the
ministries of tourism, land management, mines and energy
and the National Commission to Combat Illegal Timber
Trade. Private companies also got on board including Smart
Telecoms, Tiger Beer and the RMA Group and others. I am
truly grateful for these partnerships but even more so with the
tireless work of our people and partners on the ground who
risk their safety in patrolling protected areas, as well as those
working in communities, in our offices, and with our partners.
As the person at the helm, I will endeavor to honor and steer
WWF Cambodia towards our collective vision of a Cambodia
that is teeming with a rich biodiversity, and whose development
is sustainably balanced with preserving its natural resources.

SENG TEAK
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PROTECTING THE MEKONG FLOODED FORESTS
© WWF-Cambodia

Cambodia’s Mekong Flooded
Forest landscape has some of
the highest fish biodiversity and
is home to many endangered
species including hog deer
re-discovered in Cambodia by
WWF in 2006. It is also home
to an iconic species which is the
national living treasure of the
country, Mekong Irrawaddy
dolphins.
The
landscape
covers Kratie and Stung Treng
provinces and faces threats
from hydropower development
and human-induced changes.
To protect these forests, WWF
has been using the Mekong
Flooded
Forest
landscape
approach which helps us work
holistically by looking beyond
WWF-CAMBODIA

individual protected areas. We
work on the core protected
zones, buffer zones and on
the surrounding landscapes
where human settlements and
agricultural and industrial
production are. This allows us
to coordinate with stakeholders
more efficiently on activities
that impact the landscapes
and the natural ecosystems
that they support. This way, we
facilitate a system that ensures
development is sustainable
while protecting and conserving
natural resources.
This year, we developed the
management plan for the
Mekong Fishery Biodiversity
Management and Conservation
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Area at 95% completion, to
cover more than 37,266 ha of
protected area around Kratie
and Stung Treng provinces. At
the bigger picture, we helped
maintain protection of around
1.7 million ha of core forests,
around 65% of which remain
strictly protected.
In addition, we discovered and
protected one new nest of Giant
Ibis eggs; the last nest sighting
was recorded by WWF three
years ago. We also proposed
two new wildlife sanctuaries for
the hog deer and for large-water
birds which are critical habitats
for these endangered species.

PROTECTING THE MEKONG FLOODED FORESTS

2,678

Number of hectares
first endorsed by the
Kratie provincial
authority as critical
habitat for the hog
deer

5,610

Number of hectares
demarcated as bird
nest protected area in
the Mekong Flooded
Forests

10%

Increase in government budget for law
enforcement around
dolphin conservation sites compared
to fiscal year 2016.
The total government
investment in 2016
was $60,000.

19%

Decline in illegal
activities around
dolphin Protection
Zones compared to
last year, while increasing the number
of patrol days

© WWF-Cambodia

The call of the river:
Patrolling the Mekong Flooded Forests

Protecting wildlife in the Mekong Flooded Forests can be daunting. Every now and
then, we would find a dolphin carcass around protection zones, which is a big blow
to our conservation efforts. Even more disheartening is when we lost one of our
river guards while on duty amidst a big storm earlier in the year.
Stepping up law enforcement is an immense task. Following these incidences,
we conducted joint patrol missions with the director general of the Fisheries
Administration, the Kratie provincial governor and other officials. Going high up
the command chain shows the high level of commitment from government partners
towards conserving endangered species.
Officials and the WWF team motivated the river guards to perform their tasks
effectively but reminded them that safety is still paramount. The dialogue allowed
a two-way feedback on the challenges that river guards face such as inadequate
boats and life jackets, which were then provided during the mission. The meeting
was important for the entire mission team to better understand law enforcement
approaches on site. The team also patrolled the Mekong River where gill nets were
found and confiscated.
WWF-CAMBODIA
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SAVING THE IRRAWADDY DOLPHIN
© WWF-Cambodia

Round-headed and dark grey, the Irrawaddy dolphins in the Mekong River are
the largest among seven known freshwater population species in the world.
By helping curb the spread of diseases among
freshwater species, these iconic, shy mammals
are a direct indicator of river health. If their
population declines, other species’ populations
and surrounding ecosystems are affected.
Dolphin decline also affects communities that
depend on ecotourism for income.

population. The biggest threats are illegal
fishing practices such as the use of gill nets and
electro-fishing gear. The degradation of their
environment through overfishing, pollution, the
proposed plan for hydropower dam development,
and extractive industry such as gravel and sand
mining are also a great concern.

With 80 adult breeding Irrawaddy dolphins
in Cambodia, these critically endangered
dolphins are considered a national treasure.
WWF and partners have been working closely
with the Fisheries Administration in addressing
human-induced threats to the dolphin

To ensure that all protection zones are sustainably
managed, we consulted stakeholders and
completed a draft Management Plan for Dolphin
Conservation Zones this year, which includes
law enforcement and livelihood components.
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SAVING THE IRRAWADDY DOLPHIN
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SAVING THE IRRAWADDY DOLPHIN
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SAVING THE IRRAWADDY DOLPHIN

FRESHWATER DOLPHIN DAY
On 28 October, 2016 more than 500 people celebrated the annual event in Stung Treng, raising
awareness on protecting the endangered Irrawaddy dolphin and the impact of the development of
the Don Sahong dam on its habitats. H.E. Eng Chea Sam of the Fisheries Administration, the Stung
Treng provincial governor and WWF Cambodia Country Director presided the event. We featured
an exhibit and Khmer products from sustainable sources, as well as a mini-concert.
© WWF-Cambodia/Von Sreyrat

It takes a village:
Behind the Scenes of Wildlife Conservation
Protecting wildlife in the Mekong Flooded Forests entails getting all actors on
board. A key area we work on is developing communities’ technical knowledge
in monitoring and recording data on illegal fishing practices, as well as dolphin
birth and mortality. We provide monthly resources for fuel for patrol boats, as
well as GPS tools, batteries and per diem for the river guards. River guards and
local authorities conduct monthly joint monitoring trips to check if the law is
effectively being implemented. In the course of duty, we have confiscated gill
nets that have notoriously been used for illegal fishing and have proven to be a
primary cause of death among dolphins. Educating fisher folks and their families
on such dangers and issuing warning letters to offenders help in halting dolphin
population decline. There is also a hotline for communities to call and report
illegal practices. With a more vigilant patrol team during the year, we saw a 19%
decline in illegal fishing practices around protected areas, hence a decline in
dolphin deaths.
Critical to this success is the commitment of the Kratie Provincial Department
of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries, and the Kratie Fishery Administration
Cantonment. Their active participation in law enforcement meetings and
activities, as well those of governors’ and village and commune chiefs’, ensure that
all stakeholders are aware and updated on the concerns and progress, and that
coordination is further strengthened. Their engagement provides communities
ownership, motivation and a deeper appreciation for conservation.
WWF-CAMBODIA
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PRECTECTING WILDLIFE
IN THE EASTERN PLAINS LANDSCAPE

At the core of Cambodia’s Eastern Plains landscape are two sanctuaries,
the Srepok Wildlife Sanctuary and the Phnom Prich Wildlife Sanctuary.
Elephants, leopards, dholes, bantengs and Elds’
deer are some of the endangered species that
roam in these protected areas. These sanctuaries
are also suitable habitats to reintegrate tigers
in the region. However, illegal trade of luxury
wood and wildlife remains an immense threat
to these species. Commercial land use and
expansion of agricultural lands also contribute
to their decline.
WWF-CAMBODIA
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Effectively protecting these requires close
coordination with government officials and
forest rangers. Building communities’ capacities
and providing them with technical equipment
gives them ownership and skills in patrolling
the forests. WWF-Cambodia continued to train
officials and communities in using the SMART
tools in managing protected areas, as well as in
patrol planning and intelligence gathering.

PRECTECTING WILDLIFE
IN THE EASTERN PLAINS LANDSCAPE
Nine Community Protected Areas in the Srepok
Wildlife Sanctuary were officially registered
with the Government this year; five of the
respective management plans were approved.
This guarantees communities exclusive rights to
sustainable use of natural resources in return for
managing and patrolling the areas. This formal
legal status will help prevent land grabbing by
national or foreign private companies investing
in large-scale agribusiness or mining.
We continued to work with the Government
and the private companies in the mining and
rubber industries to help them understand
their environmental footprint and to prevent
operations in protected areas. As a result,
the Government delayed the signing of a
development license for a mining company. In
addition, no new Economic Land Concessions
inside protected areas were granted during the
fiscal year, helping us protect and maintain
forest cover of around 1.7 million ha in the
Eastern Plains landscape.
We made significant headway this year when
the Cambodian Government approved the
National Biodiversity Corridor, a 136,261 ha
area that connects the Mekong Flooded Forests
and the Eastern Plain landscapes. These
corridors are vital not only to the recovery of

the tiger population but also in protecting
other endangered wildlife including the Asian
elephant, leopard, banteng and the giant ibis.
The Government approved the management
and zoning plans for Phnom Prich Wildlife
Sanctuary covering a total land area of 220,500
ha. The Government further committed to
increase the number of rangers to 300, with 20
additional rangers to be deployed in the Eastern
Plains landscape. In addition, the Ministry of
Tourism expressed strong support to the tiger
reintroduction plan which will pave the way for
potential ecotourism and activities.
We conducted mapping and data analysis under
the spatial planning process, an approach that
integrates protected areas’ ecosystems services
with sustainable land use planning. This was
part of a joint agreement that WWF signed with
the Mondulkiri provincial government and
Provincial Department of Land Management.
Key to this process is having a provincial Spatial
Planning Working Group which we formed
this year with the provincial government. The
working group ensures effective coordination
between provincial line departments and
relevant stakeholders, particularly in collecting,
analyzing and managing data.
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PRECTECTING WILDLIFE
IN THE EASTERN PLAINS LANDSCAPE
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PRECTECTING WILDLIFE
IN THE EASTERN PLAINS LANDSCAPE

© WWF-Cambodia/Franko

SOCFIN rubber company
commits to zero deforestation.
WWF, through the support of the European Union,
has been providing advisory support to SOCFIN
Cambodia in implementing environmental
best practices. Our support includes technical
advice in producing high carbon stocks and high
conservation value mappings, so that forests are
protected from future conversions. SOCFIN’s Zero
Deforestation Commitment is a huge progress.
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PRECTECTING WILDLIFE
IN THE EASTERN PLAINS LANDSCAPE
APPREHENDING POACHERS AND
ILLEGAL LOGGERS: THE RISKS WE TAKE

One mid-October day seemed like a regular day
for the guards at the Keropov outpost at the
Phnom Prich Wildlife Sanctuary. After meeting
briefly with the forest rangers, the guards set out
according to their patrol plans and coordinated
with the WWF law enforcement team. They
set up roadblocks in key areas to prevent entry
into the core protected zone. In time, our
rangers arrested three suspects and confiscated
a motorbike, a chainsaw and three machine
carts transporting 37 logs of old luxury wood.
The guards escorted the offenders and took the
evidence to the Keropov outpost. The ranger,
who is also a judicial police officer, filed the crime
report and sent it to the Phnom Prich Wildlife
Sanctuary manager for further action.
Barely a week later, rangers at the Loaka outpost
BACKGROUND
PIC HERE!
received reports from
community members
about poaching and snares found close to the
outpost. Collaborating with the community
patrol team, the rangers mobilized a team of
14 people and went on patrol to remove snares
inside the Srae Ey community protected area.

© WWF-Cambodia/Panha Makara

Responding to further poaching reports in Pre
Cheung Chrey, the team cautiously approached
the area and saw two suspects red-handed. The
suspects took off but returned shortly armed
with AK47, raising their guns and threatening
our team. Sensing how disastrous the events
could turn, the WWF team and the community
patrol officers retreated to a safe distance where
they continued to capture evidence. Rangers
do not have the right to bear arms unless they
become officials of the Ministry of Environment.
These are only a few instances in the daily
conduct of our forest rangers and patrol teams’
duties. WWF’s conservation efforts in the
Eastern Plains landscape has had a specialized
focus on law enforcement, with a dedicated team
of guards who regularly patrol protected zones to
combat illegal logging and poaching.
WWF-CAMBODIA
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BRINGING TIGERS BACK
© WWF-Cambodia

With less than 220 tigers remaining in all
of the Greater Mekong, Cambodia is one
of the 13 tiger range countries that has
committed to an ambitious global goal
of doubling the number of wild tigers by
2022. Since the last evidence of a tiger
captured in Cambodia was in 2007 in the
Eastern Plains landscape, bringing back
tigers to their former habitat has been
key to that global commitment. A 2015
study showed that all mainland tigers in
Asia are of the same sub-species, making
it possible to translocate tigers from the
region to Cambodia. The Cambodian Tiger
Action Plan was approved by the Royal
Government of Cambodia in 2016 with a
vision to secure core zones in the Phnom
Prich and Srepok Wildlife Sanctuaries,
and enable Mondulkiri provincial
authorities to manage these protected
areas. During the year, we maintained
our target of protecting 200 km2 area for
tiger reintroduction.
WWF-CAMBODIA
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BRINGING TIGERS BACK
© WWF-Cambodia/Von Sreyrat

© WWF-Cambodia/Chheng Sambo

US visitors boost Tiger Reintroduction Plan

Global Tiger Day

Bedari Foundation, through its founder
Matthew Harris and wife Jennifer, visited
Cambodia to explore future support for the
Tiger Reintroduction Program. H.E. Say
Sam Al, Minister of Environment, welcomed
the guests and expressed his support to “a
comprehensive conservation initiative across
the region.”

Around a thousand people joined the
Global Tiger Day at the Aeon Mall in Phnom
Penh, increasing people’s awareness on the
benefits of protecting tigers and their habitat.
Previously, WWF Cambodia launched “Tiger
Roar,” an on-line video clip competition that
asked people to paint their faces as a tiger, roar
as loudly as they can and share these on social
media.

What do tigers mean to you: The Kampot Writers Festival
WWF Cambodia attended the Kampot Writers Festival in November in an opportunity to shift
the way Cambodians see tigers and the importance of conserving the species and its habitats.
Cambodians learned another side to the conversation apart from the usual scientific tone,
realizing that tigers are part of their cultural histories. Personal stories, especially from rural
people who will live alongside these endangered animals are equally important. By framing
the myths and personal stories around the legends of wild tigers in the Cambodian context,
people learned to see the value of conservation and management of protected forests where
tigers inhabit.
Previously, WWF engaged university students in an essay writing competition about what tigers
mean to them. The winners joined WWF in the Kampot Writers Festival where they presented
their winning pieces and collected their prizes. We also produced a short documentary which
was presented at the festival. We received a great response on these from people attending the
event, affirming our commitment to bring wild tigers back to Cambodia.
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PROMOTING SUSTAINABLE
LIVELIHOODS THAT SUPPORT CONSERVATION

© WWF-Cambodia

WWF supports 16 communities across
Cambodia to cover 20,000 ha of managed
sustainable rattan and bamboo forests where
these commodities play important role for the
community’s income. 270 ton of rattans are
allowed for the sustainable harvest annually. In
2017, 192 tons of rattan was harvested by the
communities which generated approximately
USD 43,000. Four Community Forestry
are holding sustainable bamboo harvesting
plans which were endorsed by the Forestry
Administration to allow approximate 3 million
poles per year of bamboos for annual harvest.
In the same period, bamboos harvest generated
USD 3,300 to the communities through diverse
productions which include incense sticks, poles
and slates .
During the last quarter, the Top Cheang
community in Koh Kong supplied more than
five tons of bamboo to Bopha Angkor Incense

Enterprise, generating a $1,000 profit for the
community. This is an increase from the second
quarter’s production of one ton which generated
a $375 profit. The community was able to
manage its revolving fund in incense production.
WWF provided $3,800 to the community to
use for machine maintenance, loan for incense
producers and for business development in the
women’s group.
For livelihoods to be sustainable, communities
that depend on non-timber forest products
(NTFPs) must be able to allocate different
zones for conservation and for NTFP collection.
Hence, we developed the High Community
Value Forest (HCVF) tool designed for forest
management in three Community Protected
Areas in the Easter Plains landscape. The HCVF
is being piloted in Chi-Klab, Sre Thom Mleng
and Sre Houy communities with abundant
bamboo sources. The management tool will help

WWF-CAMBODIA
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PROMOTING SUSTAINABLE
LIVELIHOODS THAT SUPPORT CONSERVATION
© WWF-Cambodia

communities standardize forest management
and link sustainable NTFP products to markets.
The HCVF, used by other countries where WWF
operates, will also be a step towards Cambodia’s
FSC certification in the future.
Sustainable bee-keeping is also an enterprise we
support in communities around conservation
areas. In December, we facilitated a seminar
for community groups on the value chain
and enterprise development of the famous
Mondulkiri wildlife honey. In addition, the project
teams completed the boundary demarcation
in Krangrapuk, Dei Ey and Trapeang Khoerm
community forests and identified tree planting
locations which will improve nutrient source for
bees. Around 2,400 seedlings were planted in
30 ha of forest land. We also conducted a study
tour for community groups in beekeeping farms
in Siem Reap.
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For various community groups in bamboo,
honey and resin enterprises, we continued to
support the development of their business plans
and operational manuals, resource calculation
and in defining business risks. We also provided
training on sustainable harvesting techniques,
financial management and book keeping.
Meanwhile, we received new funding for
sustainable pepper farming for communities
living within protected areas in the Eastern
Plains landscape, to commence early in the next
fiscal year. Through visits at two environmentally
friendly pepper plantations in Tbung Khmum
province, we planned to use Paulownia trees
as climbing support for pepper, instead of
using bamboo. Paulowina trees provide wider
climbing girth and shade compared to bamboo,
saving farmers $30,000 that would otherwise
be spent on nets, wires and other implements.

PROMOTING SUSTAINABLE
LIVELIHOODS THAT SUPPORT CONSERVATION
© WWF-Cambodia
© WWF-Cambodia

Linking local producers to markets

WWF links producers of non-timber forest products to viable markets.
During the year, six Community Forestry groups showcased their products
on provincial and national trade platforms. Through WWF support, three
community groups in bamboo production attended the National River
Festival in Stung Treng province while three community groups in honey
production attended the first annual Mondulkiri provincial trade fair. These
events help boost community groups’ market exposure.
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PROMOTING SUSTAINABLE
LIVELIHOODS THAT SUPPORT CONSERVATION
Bamboo enterprise community
groups: a year on
Home-grown profits and less migration to
find work are just some of the benefits of
establishing community groups in the bamboo
enterprise. WWF and the Commune Forestry
Administration has been supporting 20
families in Dong Preng commune in Koh Kong
province. With a high demand from handicraft
producers, bamboo incense sticks are actively
produced during the dry season but can provide
a year-long source of income for families that
depend primarily on seasonal rice production.
After a year from establishing the community
group, the families have earned a $1400 profit
from sales of five tons of bamboo strips and two
tons of incense sticks to Bopa Angkor Crafts.
Cheng Oun, a member of the bamboo incense
stick community, says she collects chunks of
bamboo from the community forest and brings
them home for cutting. In some families,
husbands collect the bamboo while their wives
help cut these, to speed up the production
line and meet buyers’ demands. The jobs that
these create have caused a drop in migration
of farmers to other provinces looking for work.
The high demand from buyers provides families
constant work all year round and a secondary
source of income especially after the monsoon
season when rice planting is over.

© WWF-Cambodia/Chey Koulang
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The community groups meet every month
with officials from the Commune Forestry
Administration to collect reports and set up their
work plans. This ensures continuous sustainable
management and use of bamboo sources while
conserving the forests.
22

GETTING PEOPLE ON BOARD
© WWF-Cambodia

EARTH HOUR 2017--MY CHOICE, MY PLANET
Lights went off for an hour on 28 March as we observed the annual Earth Hour to
increase environmental awareness among Cambodians, and to encourage the youth and
the private sector to get actively involved in environmental protection. “My choice, my
planet” is a theme that focused on the power of the individual to make responsible choices
on consumption. Our brand ambassador, Meas Soksophea, happily entertained the large
crowd and helped us bring home the message.
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OUR PARTNERS
Partners In conservation
Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries
Ministry of Environment
Minister of Interior
Ministry of Land Management,
Urban Planning and Construction
Government offices in Mondulkiri, Kratie, and
Stung Treng:
• Provincial Administration Halls
• Provincial Departments of 		
Environment
• Provincial Departments of Land
Management, Urban Planning, 		
Cadastral and Construction
• Provincial Departments of Tourism
• Forestry Administration Cantonment
• Fishery Administration Cantonment
• General Department of 			
Administration for Nature 		
Conservation and Protection
• Royal University of Phnom Penh
Local NGO partners
Forest and Livelihood Organization (FLO)
Cambodian
Community
Development(
CCD-Kratie)
My Village
Culture and Environment and Preservation
Association (CEPA)
Cambodian Rural Development Team (CRDT)
NGO Forums
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International development agencies
United States Agency for International
Development (USAID)
European Union (EU)
Swiss Agency for Development & Cooperation
(SDC)
Wildlife Alliance
Conservation International
Wildlife Conservation Society
World Fish Center
Aide au Développement Gembloux (ADG)
Winrock International
The Center for People and Forests (RECOFTC)
Non-timber
Forest
Products-Exchange
Programme (NTFP-EP)
IUCN
Oxfam
United Nations Development Programme
(UNDP)
Swedish Post Code Lottery
Darwin Initiative
Prince Bernhard Nature Fund
Private sector
IKEA South East Asia Trading Unit
Mondulkiri Forest Venture
Bopha Angkor Incense Handicraft
Smart TeleComs
Tiger Beer
RMA Group
CBM Corporation
DFI Lucky
Brown Coffee
Park Cafe

FINANCES
FY17 TOTAL INCOME

FY17 ACTUAL EXPENSE
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